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capitalization, this political toll is
sharply intensified.

For what have I, US American
military officers died? Has what
justified the shattered bodies and
thousands of many more? And
what can excuse the slaying and
traitors on the CIA payroll, but,
whereas US military order they
are dying in pursuit of a strategy
to deal with mural advertise-
cities only for free. We were not
mural advertising is
up with my place bearing
mural advertising in its colours
would help people remove such
mural advertising
in its colours and logos for the
duration of such display. However,
went bankrupt earlier in the year.
while they were being told that
there is "no money" to deal with
those advertisements. In view of
social rorting conditions, the
strategy is designed to ben
flat a tiny refining fee at the end of
the expense of working people not
in finding funds from the US. As
well under conditions in which
working people are being told that
"no money" to deal with
"no money" to deal with
the expense of working people not
in finding funds from the US. As
well under conditions in which
working people are being told that
"no money" to deal with
WHK

militsiary for a discussion and
adoption of a realistic time frame
for cleaning up mural advertising
within seven (7) days from the
date of receipt of this letter,

"Should you fail to adhere to
this request, the City of
Windhoek will be compelled to
institute legal action against you.
He said that the City had been
conducting information cam-
paign on illegal mural advertise-
ments since September 2009 in
its monthly news letter, Aloe.
A routine inspection in
Windhoek revealed that a large
number of houses have been
branded with logos of different
businesses, thus contravening
the Municipality's Outdoor Ad-
vertising Policy and Regula-
tions.

The biggest culprit in the ille-
gal mural advertisements is
Namibia's largest mobile service
provider, Mobile Telecommuni-
cations Corporation, MTC,
which has painted many houses
and shebeens in its colours and
logo around Windhoek, espe-
cially in Katutura.

The owners of such premises have
guessed that they have not been
paid for publicly advertis-
ing MTC's corporate logos and
to avoid legal action against them
by the Municipal-
ity.

"I personally believe that
MTC and other companies must
go and remove its paints and
logo from such houses and pre-
mises," said one Municipality's
displaying MTC's adver-
sing MTC by having the mob-
...